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Ray Brandt Infiniti Announces New Model Infiniti QX30

The new QX30 Infiniti model, now available from Ray Brandt Infiniti, is a premium compact
utility vehicle offering the latest in safety technology.

METAIRIE, La. (PRWEB) April 27, 2016 -- Ray Brandt Infiniti announces the impending release of a luxury
automobile that sets itself apart from other Infiniti cars. The 2017 Infiniti QX30 will be available for purchase
in the summer or fall of 2016.

A versatile crossover utility vehicle, the QX30 offers all the advanced technology, styling and features that
consumers demand. The seats are specially designed to conform to occupants for unsurpassed driving and
riding comfort, and the sculpted exterior gives the automobile a sleek appearance.

The professional team at Ray Brandt Infiniti is excited about this and the other Infiniti models offered in their
showroom. "Everything about the Infiniti QX30 is bold and energetic," said the Infiniti dealer's general
manager, Thomas Melady. "We are excited to help drivers experience this advanced technology and the
progressive designs of the Infiniti."

As a crossover, the Infiniti QX30 succeeds in stepping up from a compact size while avoiding some of the
typical constructions of larger crossover cars. It offers enhanced safety and engineering features that will assist
drivers behind the wheel. For example, Intelligent Park Assist helps drivers select an optimal parking space,
and then, with the touch of a button, it glides the QX30 into the space via either parallel or reverse-in
maneuvering. Additionally, an InTouch Infotainment system puts controls at the driver's fingertips with a
sizable seven-inch touch screen. It's even possible to manage components hands-free with the Infiniti Voice
Recognition system.

For more information about Infiniti cars or the Infiniti QX30, consumers are encouraged to contact Ray Brandt
Infiniti online at www.raybrandtinfiniti.com. The dealership is also available by phone at 504-832-2005 or in
person at Ray Brandt Infiniti, 3700 North Causeway Blvd., Metairie, La. 70002-1723.

Ray Brandt Infiniti is the only Infiniti dealer in the New Orleans area. This full-service dealership offers a wide
variety of luxury automobiles at attractive prices, including the option to purchase or lease a new Infiniti
vehicle with a big selection of pre-owned and certified pre-owned models available for purchase. The onsite
service department is available to assist owners with issues at convenient hours.
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Contact Information
Katelyn Gardner
Ray Brandt Infiniti
http://www.raybrandtinfiniti.com
+1 504-832-2005

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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